5 Reasons Permanent Entrance Flooring Performs Better Than Traditional Throw Down Mats

1. Improved safety
   Does not bunch up and can be recessed or surface mounted to effectively reduce tripping accidents

2. Less tracked debris
   Scraps and dries feet at entrance, preventing debris tracked further in and not easily saturated

3. Reduced cleaning & maintenance
   Gathers dirt beneath the surface to be easily rolled back or removed, saving time and money with maintenance

4. Better indoor air quality
   Traps particles underneath, preventing dispersal into the air

5. Enhanced first impression
   Many colors, styles, materials available that can incorporate designs like branding & patterns

CS Entrance Mats + Grids are used in buildings worldwide, providing long-lasting, more sustainable options. They can be easily retrofitted into an existing building or specified during new construction. Our architectural entrance mats and grids keep your entryway ADA-compliant with proper framing, available in various colors, styles and materials.